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Abstract Kelvin waves in the equatorial Pacific Ocean are an important subseasonal modulator of
upper‐ocean thermal and kinetic energies. This study develops a methodology for the objective
identification of the waves, including their phase and amplitude, that is based on satellite‐derived sea surface
height anomalies. Composite analysis of intraseasonal Kelvin waves based on the newly developed index
reveals important patterns of wave evolution across the Pacific Ocean. The waves maintain an average phase
speed of 2.55 m/s, with maximum of 2.73 m/s when the downwelling portion of the wave is near 150°W and
minimum of 2.35 m/s near 175°W. Kelvin waves attain their maximum amplitude at 150°W, the region
where intraseasonal surface wind forcing strongly relaxes, and the waves transition from a forced to a
freely propagating mode. The dominant processes controlling the mixed‐layer temperature also shift near
150°W. Intraseasonal SST anomalies associated with the waves have maximum amplitude of +/−0.25 °C at
140°W, with much stronger anomalies, +/−1.4 °C, along the thermocline at 155°W. Waves strengthen
the eastward equatorial undercurrent by 76% while shifting its maximum 3,500 km to the east. The El Niño
Southern Oscillation exerts considerable control over the vigor of Kelvin waves, with statistically
significant increases of kinetic energy during El Niño versus La Niña periods. For the benefit of the ocean
forecasting community, a counterpart intraseasonal Kelvin wave index is developed that avoids the use of
forward time filtering such that wave information is available in real time.

Plain Language Summary A new way of identifying and tracking ocean waves that are
important to the development of El Niño is created. This new way of identifying the waves is unique
because it selects a single type of wave in a sea of many different kinds of waves. These waves, called
equatorial Kelvin waves, grow in the west Pacific Ocean and weaken in the east Pacific Ocean. They
transport large amounts of heat across the Pacific Ocean and are shown to be strong enough to reverse the
direction of the upper ocean currents in certain regions. The ocean tends to warm or cool immediately after
the waves have passed and the reasons for this change as the wave moves eastward. The waves are
significantly stronger when an El Niño is occurring versus when a La Niña is occurring. During La Niña,
Kelvin waves are weak and do not travel across the entire Pacific basin.

1. Background

Kelvin waves (W. Thomson, 1880), initially derived as a solution to a particular case of vanishing meridional
velocity within Laplace's dynamical theory of the tides, are a free‐wave solution to the perturbation shallow
water model equations on an equatorial β plane (Matsuno, 1966). Kelvin waves are nondispersive, and the
first‐mode baroclinic Kelvin wave accounts for much of the observed eastward intraseasonal wave activity
in the equatorial Pacific with a spectral peak near 70 days and a phase speed of ~2.7 m/s (Busalacchi et al.,
1983; Cravatte, 2003; Enfield et al., 1987; Eriksen et al., 1983; Eriksen & Richman, 1988; Farrar, 2008; Feng
et al., 2016; Gasparin et al., 2015; Hayes & Halpern, 1984; Hendon et al., 1998; Kessler et al., 1995; Knox &
Halpern, 1982; Kutsuwada & McPhaden, 2002; Lukas et al., 1984; McPhaden, 2002; McPhaden et al., 1988;
McPhaden & Taft, 1988; Roundy & Kiladis, 2007; Shinoda et al., 2008, 2009; Thomson & Davis, 2017; Zhang,
2001). The phase speed for Kelvin waves is defined by c2 = g′h, where c is the phase speed, g′ is the reduced
gravity, and h is the thermocline depth. Using the relationship, k=ω / cwhere ω is the frequency and k is the
zonal wave number, Kelvin waves with the aforementioned characteristics correspond to zonal wave
numbers 2–3. The observed downward phase propagation of intraseasonal Kelvin waves (IKWs) in the
Pacific Ocean suggests the presence of higher‐order baroclinic modes (e.g., Cravatte, 2003; Farrar, 2008;
Kessler & McCreary, 1993; Kutsuwada & McPhaden, 2002; Lukas & Firing, 1984). In the meridional
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direction, waves conform to a Gaussian distribution that is symmetric about the equator. The equatorial
Rossby radius of deformation governs the poleward decay of wave amplitude, such that the waves are largely
confined between 5°S and 5°N (e.g., Cravatte, 2003; Farrar, 2008).

Kelvin waves are typically forced in the west Pacific Ocean by anomalously westerly surface winds that can
arise from a variety of atmospheric phenomena (Luther et al., 1983) such as the Madden‐Julian Oscillation
(MJO), monsoon, extratropical intrusions, and twin cyclones (Seiki & Takayabu, 2007, and references
therein). Anomalous westerlies oppose the prevailing easterly trade winds in the equatorial Pacific that
are responsible for maintaining the zonal thermocline slope and the deep reservoir of warm water in the
west Pacific Ocean. The weakening of the trades relaxes the thermocline slope and redistributes thermal
energy from the west Pacific to the east Pacific. Equatorial Kelvin waves are a critical component of this pro-
cess because, by oceanic equatorial wave standards, they swiftly (2–3 months) transport energy across the
basin. The anomalous wind stress modulates mass along the equator such that westerly (easterly) wind stress
drives a downwelling (upwelling) Kelvin wave that propagates eastward with anomalous eastward (west-
ward) surface currents. The downwelling Kelvin wave depresses the thermocline by tens of meters which,
in turn, increases the ocean heat content (OHC) above the thermocline and raises the sea level elevation
by several centimeters (e.g., Kutsuwada & McPhaden, 2002).

Equatorial Kelvin waves modulate the thermal characteristics of the upper ocean, impacting variability in
the coupled atmosphere‐ocean system across many time scales. Most notably, IKWs contribute to the onset
and development of El Niño events (Batstone & Hendon, 2005; Bergman et al., 2001; Boulanger & Menkes,
1995; Harrison & Schopf, 1984; Karnauskas, 2013; Kessler & Kleeman, 2000; Kessler & McPhaden, 1995;
Lengaigne et al., 2002, 2003, 2004; Lukas et al., 1984; McPhaden et al., 1992; McPhaden, 1999; McPhaden
et al., 1988, 2015; McPhaden & Yu, 1999; Mosquera‐Vásquez et al., 2014; Roundy & Kiladis, 2007; Seo &
Xue, 2005; Wyrtki, 1975, 1977; Zhang, 2001; Zhang & Gottschalck, 2002). While considerable attention
has been devoted to the relationship between Kelvin waves and the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
Kelvin waves are also known to modulate other atmospheric and oceanic phenomena including east
Pacific tropical cyclones (Boucharel et al., 2016), eastward propagating atmospheric convective envelopes
(e.g., Gribble‐Verhagen & Roundy, 2010; Roundy & Gribble‐Verhagen, 2010), and tropical instability waves
(Giese & Harrison, 1990; Harrison & Giese, 1988; Holmes & Thomas, 2016).

The mechanisms by which Kelvin waves modulate upper ocean temperature vary as waves propagate east-
ward (e.g., Kessler et al., 1995; McPhaden, 2002; Zhang, 2001). In the central Pacific Ocean, downwelling
Kelvin waves advect warm water to the east resulting in locally increased mixed‐layer temperatures
(Johnson & McPhaden, 1993; Kessler et al., 1995; Kessler & Kleeman, 2000; McPhaden, 2002). This is often
supplemented by advection from currents directly forced by westerly wind events (e.g., Lengaigne et al.,
2002). In the east Pacific, downwelling Kelvin waves deepen the thermocline, modulating vertical tempera-
ture gradients and, as a consequence, vertical advection and entrainment (e.g., Matthews et al., 2007;
McPhaden, 2002; Zhang, 2001). A combination of zonal advection with vertical advection and entrainment
sometimes results in a zonally elongated region of warm sea surface temperatures (SSTs) along the equator
that does not necessarily propagate with the Kelvin wave. In the west Pacific, westerly wind events that gen-
erate Kelvin waves are often associated with enhanced atmospheric convection. The winds and convection
result in a local cooling effect due to enhanced latent heat fluxes and reduced incoming shortwave radiation
at the ocean's surface. The intraseasonal cooling in the west Pacific by atmospheric convection and warming
by Kelvin waves in the central and eastern Pacific may then rectify onto interannual time scales via a positive
Bjerknes (1969) feedback.

Kelvin waves behave differently under varying atmospheric and oceanic conditions, particularly as they
relate to ENSO (Benestad et al., 2002; Busalacchi & Cane, 1988; Dewitte et al., 2008; Giese & Harrison,
1990; Harrison & Schopf, 1984; Kindle & Phoebus, 1995; Long & Chang, 1990; Mosquera‐Vásquez et al.,
2014; Puy et al., 2016; Roundy & Kiladis, 2006; Schopf & Harrison, 1983; Shinoda et al., 2008), making the
waves a subordinate as well as a stimulus of interannual variability. Benestad et al. (2002) used an ocean gen-
eral circulation model with varying ENSO phases but identical intraseasonal forcing to demonstrate that the
Kelvin wave phase speed is greater during El Niño versus La Niña periods owing to a deeper thermocline.
The wave amplitudes were also greater during El Niño. La Niña conditions were characterized by increased
vertical shear in the upper ocean which strongly attenuated the wave energy such that the waves atrophied
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and did not reach the eastern coast. However, Roundy and Kiladis (2006) observed that Kelvin wave phase
speeds systematically decreased during El Niño onset, opposite to that expected for a deepening thermocline.

Building on the work of Roundy and Kiladis (2006), Shinoda et al. (2008) used an ocean general circulation
model to show that intraseasonal wind forcing in the central and east Pacific drove the observed Kelvin wave
phase speed variability. This effect might easily be overlooked because the central and eastern Pacific wind
forcing is much weaker than the forcing that generated Kelvin waves in the west Pacific. Little sensitivity
was shown to variations in the background oceanic state during these experiments, emphasizing the role
of the atmospheric forcing for varying Kelvin wave phase and amplitude during different ENSO background
states. This result suggests that oceanic mechanisms associated with thermocline variability, viscous dissipa-
tion, energy transfer among Kelvin wave vertical modes, Doppler shifting by equatorial undercurrents, and
nonlinear advection play a secondary role. We contribute to the ongoing discussion regarding Kelvin wave
sensitivity to various ENSO phases by systematically examining their variability using a suite of
data products.

The purpose of this study is to develop a methodology for the objective identification of IKWs in order to
investigate their salient characteristics. Utilizing these methods, composites of Kelvin waves are constructed
using satellite‐based data fields and a 22‐year ocean reanalysis product in order to study details of their gen-
esis, propagation, termination, upper ocean effects, and ENSO‐related interannual variability. A counter-
part Kelvin wave index available in real time is also created to assist the monitoring by operational
forecast centers of subseasonal heat and momentum transports across the Pacific Ocean. Section 2 describes
the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) reanalysis product and observational data used to analyze
Kelvin wave features. Section 3 describes the development of an objective framework for identifying an
IKW's phase and amplitude that is then used to formulate wave composites. Section 4 examines the com-
posites of Kelvin wave surface fields as well as temperature and zonal velocity in the upper 350 m of the
ocean. A simplified IKW mixed‐layer temperature budget is also analyzed. In section 5, the sensitivity of
Kelvin wave propagation, maintenance, and amplitude to the state of ENSO, previously shown to modulate
the wave's phase speed and amplitude (i.e., Roundy & Kiladis, 2006), are evaluated. Conclusions are pre-
sented in section 6.

2. Data
2.1. HYCOM Reanalysis

The HYCOM (www.hycom.org) is a general ocean circulation model currently used as the ocean component
of the U.S. Navy's global ocean forecast system (Metzger et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2015, 2017). HYCOM is a pri-
mitive equation model that is integrated forward in time using a split‐explicit treatment of barotropic and
baroclinic modes. The hybrid coordinate refers to the mix of model vertical coordinate systems. HYCOMuti-
lizes a combination of fixed z, terrain‐following sigma, and isopycnal coordinates to ensure sufficient resolu-
tion for resolving mixed‐layer processes, shallow coastal regions, and stratified regions (Chassignet et al.,
2003). Particulars of HYCOM are presented in Bleck (2002) with model details relevant to the present study
briefly described below.

HYCOM has 41 layers in the vertical with a horizontal grid spacing of 0.08° (~9 km at the equator). The top
14 layers of HYCOM are fixed in sigma‐z level space and confined to the upper 84 m, resulting in improved
representation of mixed‐layer processes, an advancement over the previous version of HYCOM with 32 ver-
tical levels (Metzger et al., 2017). Other recent enhancements to the model are the inclusion of surface cur-
rents when calculating the atmospheric wind stress (Yu et al., 2017), upgrades to wind stress and heat flux
coefficients by using variable atmospheric surface pressure (vs. constant surface pressure), and improve-
ments to ocean turbidity representation owing to the development and use of monthly chlorophyll climatol-
ogies (Jolliff & Smith, 2014). The latest HYCOM reanalysis comprises the years 1994–2015 and uses surface
forcing fields from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(Saha et al., 2010) during the same period.

The HYCOM reanalysis also employs the Navy COupled Data Assimilation (NCODA) system (Cummings,
2006). NCODA is a fully 3‐dimensional, multivariate, variational ocean data assimilation scheme that inte-
grates fields such as sea surface height (SSH), SST, sea ice concentration, temperature, and salinity from
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altimeters, in situ observations such as ships, buoys, expendable bathythermographs, CTDs, and Argo floats
among others. A more complete list of observational data types ingested into NCODA is available in
Cummings and Smedstad (2013), but new sources are frequently added. The Improved Synthetic Ocean
Profile (ISOP) system in NCODA also generates synthetic temperature and salinity profiles that are based
on historical observations of the ocean's surface and subsurface (Helber et al., 2013; Townsend et al.,
2015). ISOP replaced the modular ocean data analysis system (Fox et al., 2002) used in previous versions
of NCODA. The ISOP system employs a more versatile 1‐D variational approach to utilize historical vertical
covariances that preserve the relationships between surface and subsurface ocean variables as well as the
vertical gradients of the subsurface variables, resulting in an overall improvement of the ocean's vertical
structure in the reanalysis.

2.2. Observations

SSH anomalies are used to identify the leading patterns of IKW variability. The SSH anomalies are obtained
from the Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO) data set (0.25°;
Pascual et al., 2006) covering the years 1993–2016. Gridded and near real‐time SSH anomaly fields from
AVISO are interpolated in space and time with a repeated satellite track approximately occurring every
10 days and, because of this latency, may not meet the demands of certain operational forecast centers. In
those cases, assimilative SSH analyses from global oceanmodels, such as HYCOM, that are available at more
frequent time intervals may serve as a suitable alternative.

Observational data used for compositing included surface currents, SST, zonal pseudostress, and the pre-
viously discussed SSH. Surface currents from the Ocean Surface Current Analysis Real‐time (OSCAR;
1/3°; Bonjean & Lagerloef, 2002; ESR, 2009) project from 1993–2016 are used. OSCAR surface currents
are linearly interpolated from pentad to daily data for use in compositing with other daily fields. SSTs from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) daily optimum interpolation V2 (0.25°) that
includes a combination of Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and AdvancedMicrowave
Scanning Radiometer‐Earth observing system are utilized (Reynolds et al., 2007). The Advanced Microwave
Scanning Radiometer‐Earth/AVHRR data are used for June 2002 to October 2011, and the AVHRR‐only
data are used for the remainder of the 1993–2016 period. The zonal pseudostress (u|u|) is calculated using
0.75° × 0.75° European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Interim Reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011)
10‐m zonal winds.

3. IKW Identification Methods

In order to analyze features of IKWs that are representative of typical waves in the Pacific Ocean, a metho-
dology is developed to objectively determine phase and amplitude information for use in Kelvin wave com-
posite analyses. The methods for classifying Kelvin waves are analogous to methods utilized for atmospheric
intraseasonal variability, specifically that of the MJO (Kiladis et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016; Ventrice et al.,
2013; Wheeler & Hendon, 2004) and the boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation (BSISO; Kikuchi et al.,
2012; Lee et al., 2013). We perform a single variable empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis but first
preprocess the data with an intraseasonal frequency and eastward wave number filter to isolate variability
associated with IKWs. We also develop a counterpart methodology that is available in real time. Details of
the respective methodologies are described below.

3.1. IKW Index

The IKW index is based on SSH anomalies that are first prepared by removing the first three harmonics of
the seasonal cycle. The SSH anomalies are then filtered in wave number space such that wave numbers
greater than or equal to 0, that is, eastward wave numbers, are retained. SSH anomalies are also band‐pass
filtered using a 20–180‐day Lanczos filter in order to broadly isolate intraseasonal variability. Next, EOFs are
calculated using SSH anomalies in the region from 2°S to 2°N and 150°E to 90°W. The narrow latitude band
is selected to isolate the main region of IKW variability and to minimize any potential contamination by
Rossby waves that may be eastward propagating due to Doppler shifts by the background currents. The lead-
ing EOFs describe 35.5% and 34.7% of the SSH variability. In order to show the patterns of the leading EOFs,
unfiltered SSH anomalies are linearly regressed onto the corresponding principal components (PCs) of EOFs
1 and 2 (Figure 1). The first and second EOFs are characterized by maxima/minima centered on the equator
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with a Gaussian distribution in latitude. The SSH patterns are largely confined within 5° of the equator and
correspond to zonal wavelengths of ~13,000–20,000 km. The first two EOFs are distinguishable from the
lower modes according to the criterion of North et al. (1982; Figure 2a), indicating that the distinctiveness
of the first two EOFs are not due to sampling errors. The corresponding PCs of EOFs 1 and 2 are phase
lagged with a correlation of 0.85 when PC1 leads PC2 by 14 days (Figure 2b). The power spectra for PC1
and PC2 are also shown in Figures 2c and 2d, with statistically significant peaks near 70 and 50 days,
consistent with previously observed broadband IKW power.

Information contained in the leading pairs of EOFs and PCs are employed to derive IKW phase and ampli-
tude information. Similar methods are routinely used for the MJO and BSISO previously mentioned. After
normalizing PC1 and PC2 to have a standard deviation of 1, the IKW's amplitude and phase are calculated
using the following formulas:

Amplitude ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PC12 þ PC22ð Þ

q
; (1)

Phase ¼ tan−1 PC2
�
PC1

� �
: (2)

As in previous studies of atmospheric intraseasonal variability (e.g., Wheeler & Hendon, 2004), the phase
angles range from 0° to 360° and are subdivided into eight equal phases of 45° length such that each phase
represents 6–9 days of the IKW life cycle. Phase and amplitude information can then be used to construct
phase composites of robust IKWs in order to identify consistent patterns among diverse IKW events (see
Figures 8 and 9). The IKW index amplitude is shown in Figure 3 with red shading indicating El Niño events
and blue shading for La Niña events. Unless otherwise noted, IKWs are composited for periods when the
IKW index is greater than 1.5 (black line in Figure 3). Kelvin waves identified by the IKW index can be recon-
structed for a particular time, t, by the following formula:

SSHKelvin Waves tð Þ ¼ EOF1×PC1 tð Þ þ EOF2×PC2 tð Þ: (3)

To ensure that the IKW index appropriately represents the eastward propagation of intraseasonal SSH
anomalies associated with IKWs, an additional lag correlation analysis is performed as in Wang et al.
(2018). The lag correlation is referenced to SSH anomalies averaged from 2°S–2°N and 160–150°W that

Figure 1. Linear regressions of unfiltered sea surface height (cm) anomalies onto the respective principal components of
the two leading EOFs are shown with percent variance explained by each EOF in the upper right above each panel.
EOF = empirical orthogonal function.
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are filtered to retain eastward propagating (wave numbers ≥ 0) and
intraseasonal (30–120‐day band‐pass) filtered variability. In Figure 4a,
the lag correlation of the reference SSH with the IKW SSH anomalies
calculated using equation (3) is shown. The resulting correlation pattern
shows a signal that coherently propagates eastward at a phase speed
consistent with Kelvin waves (e.g., Cravatte, 2003), indicated by the
black line. A similar lag correlation is performed using the reference
SSH correlated with wave number and intraseasonal‐filtered SSH
anomalies averaged from 2°S–2°N at all longitudes (Figure 4b). This is
representative of the observed propagation characteristics of IKWs. The
observed lag correlation pattern (Figure 4b) is similar to that using the
IKW index (Figure 4a) with comparable lag correlation values as well as
phase speeds, indicating that the IKW index represents realistic
eastward propagation of IKWs.

An example of the IKW index's utility is presented in Figure 5. Figure 5a
shows the total AVISO SSH anomalies (shading) and the reconstructed
Kelvin wave (contours). The total SSH anomalies are unsuitable for deli-
neating Kelvin wave features during this period. When the reconstructed
Kelvin wave is compared with SSH anomalies filtered to retain

Figure 2. The (a) variance explained by the first 10 EOFs (dots) with standard errors (lines), (b) lag correlation of the first
two PCs, (c) power spectrum of PC1, and (d) power spectrum of PC2 are shown. The power spectra (c and d) are shown
with the 99% and 1% upper and lower significance levels (dotted lines) and the red noise spectrum (dashed lines).
PC = principal component; EOF = empirical orthogonal function.

Figure 3. The amplitude of the Kelvin wave index from 1993–2016 is
shown. Red shading indicates El Niño events, and blue shading indicates
La Niña events. El Niño (La Niña) events are defined as those in which the 3‐
month running mean SST in the Nino 3.4 region is greater (less) than
+0.5 °C (−0.5 °C) for at least 5 months. The 1.5 threshold for the intrasea-
sonal Kelvin wave index that is used for compositing is shown in black.
PC = principal component.
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intraseasonal and eastward propagating variability (Figure 5b), SSH
anomalies derived from the IKW index largely agree with the position,
timing, and amplitude of upwelling and downwelling IKWs. For example,
robust downwelling and upwelling waves in the central Pacific Ocean
from January–April 1997 that were critical for the development of the
1997–1998 El Niño event (McPhaden, 1999) are captured by the IKW
index. There are intermittent deficiencies of the index, such as the overes-
timation of downwelling wave activity in the western and central Pacific
in November 1997. A limitation of the index arises when IKWs are weak
and/or short‐lived as observed in April–May 1997 in the western
Pacific Ocean.

An additional use of the index is the derivation of average Kelvin wave
phase speeds and their geographical variation. Figure 6 shows the 30–
120‐day band‐pass‐filtered SSH anomalies averaged from 2°S–2°N and
composited for the eight phases of the IKW index. The entire cycle of
Kelvin wave propagation takes ~70 days to complete, such that each phase
represents 8.75 days of the IKW life cycle. The phase speeds are derived by
correlating in longitude the magnitudes of SSH anomalies with the phases
before and after the phase of interest. For example, to determine the phase
speed for phase 4, the SSHmagnitudes for phases 3 and 5 are correlated in
longitude. The longitude at which the correlation maximizes determines
the distance traveled which is then used to calculate a phase speed, similar
to the methods of Mosquera‐Vásquez et al. (2014). The average phase
speed of the IKW over all phases is 2.55 m/s and remains relatively
unchanged regardless of the precise IKW index threshold used. This gen-
erally agrees with theoretical phase speeds for the first baroclinic mode
Kelvin wave in the equatorial Pacific (e.g., Chelton et al., 1998).
Discrepancies between the observed and theoretical phase speeds may
result from wind stress, mean currents, discrepancies in the thermocline
depth, and influence of higher‐order baroclinic modes. The IKWs acceler-
ate from phase 2 to phase 4, from 2.35–2.73 m/s. The IKWs decelerate
after phase 4, eventually decelerating to 2.44 m/s by phase 8.

Finally, we briefly analyze the phases during which downwelling IKWs
initiate. For these purposes, initiation is defined as the time at which
the IKW index exceeds 1.0 standard deviation and proceeds for at least
270° of the phase space while maintaining an amplitude of at least 1.0.
Of the 89 KWs with amplitudes greater than 1.0, 29 of those are main-
tained for at least 270°, with 14 (48%) initiating during phase 8, 13 (45%)
during phase 7, and 2 (7%) during phase 1. IKW initiation exhibits impor-

tant sensitivities to the prescription of the duration and amplitude criteria. For example, the number of qua-
lifying IKWs is 36 when the amplitude threshold is increased to 1.5 and the continual phase propagation is
reduced to 135° with 11 (31%) initiating during phase 8, 6 (17%) during phase 2, 5 (14%) during phase 7, 5
(14%) during phase 1, 3 (8%) during phase 6, and 2 (5%) during phases 5, 4, and 3.

3.2. Real‐Time IKW Index

A shortcoming of the band‐pass‐filtered IKW index is that it requires forward temporal filtering and is thus
not available in real time. A common practice to overcome this limitation is to project SSH anomalies that
are available in real time onto the leading EOFs of the IKW index. The resulting PCs are used to derive
IKW phase and amplitude information in real time (e.g., Kikuchi et al., 2012; Kiladis et al., 2014). The follow-
ing steps are taken to obtain a real‐time IKW index that approximates the IKW index.

The first three harmonics of the seasonal cycle are subtracted from the SSH anomalies and then filtered to
isolate eastward wave numbers greater than or equal to 1. To remove low‐frequency variability from the
SSH anomalies, we calculate the mean of the 55 days previous to the time of interest and subtract that

Figure 4. Eastward wave number and 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered SSH
anomalies averaged from 2°S–2°N and 160–150°W are lag correlated with
(a) SSH anomalies derived from the Kelvin wave index using equation (3)
and (b) eastward wave number and 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered SSH
anomalies averaged from 2°S–2°N. The correlation contour interval is 0.1
with the zero contour omitted. The black line indicates a phase speed of
2.9 m/s. SSH = sea surface height.
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mean from the data. The SSH anomalies are then projected onto the EOFs
of the IKW index. The parameters of the wave number filter and prior run-
ning mean are selected such that the correlation of the real time PCs with
the PCs from section 3.1 are optimized for the entire 1993–2016 period.
The bivariate correlation between PC1 of the IKW index and PC1 of the
real time IKW index is 0.87 when the real‐time PC1 leads by 1 day. For
PC2, the correlation is 0.86 when the real‐time PC2 leads by 2 days. The
strong correlation between the respective PCs indicates that the real‐time
IKW index may serve as a suitable proxy of the IKW index when contem-
porary information is necessary. Time series of PC1 and PC2 for both the
IKW index and the real‐time IKW index from January to September 1997
are shown in Figure 7. The real‐time PCs correspond well with the band‐
pass‐filtered PCs over much of the period. Similar methods used to ana-
lyze the MJO and BSISO have utilized tapered running averages to dam-
pen high‐frequency variability. In initial testing, such smoothing did not
improve the correlations of the PCs derived from AVISO SSH data but
might be advantageous when using noisier inputs.

4. IKW Composites
4.1. General Features

Composites of IKWs are shown in order to characterize their archetypal
behavior and are based on periods when the IKW index is greater than 1.5.
Figure 8 shows composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered AVISO SSH
and OSCAR surface current anomalies. The number of days averaged to
formulate each phase composite is shown in the upper left of each panel
in Figure 8. The downwelling component of the Kelvin wave (positive
SSHs) originates in the west Pacific Ocean during phase 8. The IKW pro-
pagates eastward while intensifying through phase 4, at which time the
downwelling wave maximum is near 150°W. During this strengthening
period, currents are convergent along the wave's leading edge and within
the wave as expected for a forced downwelling Kelvin wave. The wave gra-
dually weakens as it propagates to the east during subsequent phases.
Upon encountering the eastern boundary during phases 7 and 8, coastal

Kelvin waves are observed to propagate poleward. The upwelling portion of the IKW (negative SSHs) exhi-
bits similar behavior to the downwelling wave though of opposite signed SSH and zonal current anomalies.

The composite intraseasonal NOAA SST anomalies (shading) associated with IKWs are shown in Figure 9
along with AVISO SSH anomalies (contours). As the nascent downwelling wave intensifies in the west
Pacific Ocean during phases 8 and 1, weakly cool SST anomalies are in phase with the wave, a likely result
of cooling effects by enhanced westerly winds (see Figure 11) and atmospheric convection. Warm anomalies
develop and strengthen during phases 2–6 and are located 1/8–1/4 wavelength behind the SSHmaximum. In
phase 6, warm SST anomalies maximize near 140°W with magnitudes of 0.25 °C. This is near the region of
greatest SST gradient magnitude (see Figure 13), suggesting that horizontal advection by the eastward cur-
rents acting on the mean zonal temperature gradient is likely responsible for the SST anomaly here, as
observed in other studies (e.g., McPhaden, 2002). This is further examined in the mixed‐layer temperature
budget in section 4.3. After phase 6, warm SST anomalies gradually weaken while generally becoming more
phase lagged with the downwelling Kelvin wave. The SST pattern is more complicated in the equatorial east
Pacific during phase 8, where warm anomalies from 120–90°W rapidly transition to cool anomalies along the
coast near 85°W. Similar phasing and amplitudes are observed for the upwelling Kelvin waves, with cool SST
anomalies lagging 1/8–1/4 wavelength behind SSH minima during strengthening phases.

The phase lagging of SST anomalies as Kelvin waves enter the east Pacific likely results from the transition
from a horizontal advection dominated SST tendency in the west and central Pacific Ocean to a tendency
driven by vertical advection and mixing processes associated with thermocline shoaling in the east Pacific

Figure 5. SSH anomalies (cm) averaged from 2°S–2°N for the year 1997 are
shown. The shading in (a) shows the unfiltered SSH anomalies. The shading
in (b) shows the eastward wave number and 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered
SSH anomalies. The contour lines are the same in both panels and show
the reconstructed Kelvin wave SSH anomalies using equation (3). Contour
line spacing is 2 cm and omits the zero contour line. Positive SSH anomalies
are solid, and negative anomalies are dashed. SSH = sea surface height.
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(i.e., Kessler et al., 1995; McPhaden, 2002; Zhang, 2001). Increasing and decreasing the IKW index threshold
used for compositing produces corresponding increases and decreases of IKW SSH and SST anomaly
amplitude (not shown), while the phasing remains largely unchanged. This suggests that the SST phasing
does not strictly depend on Kelvin wave amplitude, but the degree of warming and cooling does. The

vertical structure of the anomalous temperature anomalies are
examined later in section 4.2 to better analyze the role of thermocline
shoaling on temperature variability.

The intraseasonal OHC anomaly from HYCOM reanalysis temperature
data is calculated using the following equation:

OHC t; x; yð Þ′ ¼ ρcp∫
700m

surfaceT t; x; y; zð Þ∂z
� �′

; (4)

where T is the temperature, ρ is the density of sea water (1,027 kg/m3),
and cpis the specific heat of sea water (3,986 J/kg). The composite of intra-
seasonal OHC anomalies is shown in Figure 10 and displays a systematic
phase propagation of OHC and SSH anomalies, unlike SST anomalies.
Because the composite is performed for the years with which HYCOM
reanalysis is available, the sampling size is reduced by ~4%. Changes
owing to the reduced sample size are minor and can be seen by comparing
SSH contours for Figures 9 and 10. The OHC and SSH anomaly maxima
and minima are phase aligned, propagating across the Pacific Ocean

Figure 6. Composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered sea surface height anomalies averaged from 2°S–2°N are shown
for phases 1–8 of the Kelvin wave index. Each phase represents 8 days of the Kelvin wave life cycle. Kelvin wave phase
speeds are shown in the upper right of each panel, with the number of days included in each composite. Distances used for
computing the phase speeds are determined by correlating the magnitude of the sea surface height profiles in longitude,
finding the maximum correlation for phases before and after the phase of interest, and subtracting the respective longi-
tudes where maximum correlation occurs.

Figure 7. PC1 (black) and PC2 (blue) for the band‐pass‐filtered intraseaso-
nal Kelvin wave (solid) and real‐time intraseasonal Kelvin wave index
(dashed) are shown for the period January 1997 to August 1997.
PC = principal component.
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with the same phase speeds. This behavior is expected as the same variable modulating the intraseasonal sea
surface elevation is also responsible for variations in OHC; this is the thermocline depth along which Kelvin
waves propagate and also modulate. For example, a depressed thermocline increases the warm water
volume in the ocean above which, in turn, raises the sea level elevation. This same reasoning is used by
oceanic forecast centers, such as the NOAA Climate Prediction Center (http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
products/GODAS/), that monitor the 20 °C isotherm, among other analysis products, as a proxy to
analyze Kelvin wave phase and propagation. The OHC anomalies maximize in phase 4, when the SSH
anomalies likewise maximize. This is two phases earlier than the anomalous SST maximum and is further
evidence that SST anomalies are not rigorously regulated by thermocline variations in this region.

Figure 8. Composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered sea surface height (shading, cm) and Ocean Surface Current
Analysis Real‐time surface currents (vector, m/s) anomalies based on the intraseasonal Kelvin wave index are shown
for phases 1–8. The number of days in each composite is shown in the upper left, and the reference current vector is shown
in the bottom right of each panel.
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The forcing of Kelvin waves is examined next (Figure 11). The 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered zonal pseudos-
tress anomalies ((u|u|)′) force downwelling Kelvin waves beginning in phase 7, slightly north of the equator
in the west Pacific. The pseudostress maximum extends to the southeast and south of the equator during
phases 8 and 1, as Kelvin wave SSH anomalies develop in response to the atmospheric forcing. The positive
pseudostress weakens in phases 2 and 3 and is almost entirely diminished by phase 4. The slow eastward‐
propagating pattern of the pseudostress may be an artifact of compositing many different IKW events that
initiate at various phases and during various seasons across the west and central Pacific Ocean. By phase
5, the downwelling wave is freely propagating and reaches maximum SSH amplitude with only weak zonal
pseudostress, which is an order of magnitude weaker than the peak pseudostress, along its path to the east-
ern boundary in subsequent phases. The wavelength of the zonal pseudostress during phases 8, 1, and 2 clo-
sely resembles that of the fully developed Kelvin wave, suggesting a role for wave number matching between

Figure 9. Composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered sea surface height (line contours, cm) and National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration sea surface temperature (shading, °C) anomalies based on the Kelvin wave index are
shown for phases 1–8. The number of days in each composite is shown in the upper left. The sea surface height contour
interval is 1 cm with the zero contour line omitted. Positive (negative) contours are solid (dashed).
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atmospheric forcing and oceanic response. During wave initiation in the west Pacific, the total surface winds
are weakly westerly to the west of 170°E along the equator (figure not shown). To the east of 170°E, the
westerly anomalies are not strong enough to change the sign of the total winds but instead result in a
strong relaxation of the prevailing easterlies.

4.2. Vertical Cross Sections

While many features of IKWs are observable from the surface, such analysis only details part of the wave.
IKW behavior at and above the thermocline supplements insights derived from surface observations and
paints a fuller picture of wave initiation, propagation, and impacts. Previous studies have utilized in situ
observations to analyze the vertical profile and longitudinal variation of IKWs in the Pacific (e.g.,

Figure 10. Composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered sea surface height (line contours, cm) and 0–700‐m ocean heat
content (shading, GJ/m2) anomalies based on the Kelvin wave index are shown for phases 1–8. Ocean heat content
values are derived fromHybrid Coordinate OceanModel reanalysis fields. The number of days in each composite is shown
in the upper left. The sea surface height contour interval is 1 cm with the zero contour line omitted. Positive (negative)
contours are solid (dashed).
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McPhaden, 2002). In an attempt to close the spatial and temporal gaps left unresolved by in situ observations
and further build upon previous work, vertical cross section of IKWs are examined using daily HYCOM
reanalysis fields described in section 2.1.

The total (shading) and intraseasonal (contours) zonal currents from the surface to 350 m are shown in
Figure 12. Kelvin waves are associated with intraseasonal current anomalies that gradually descend and
intensify from the west to central Pacific and ascend and weaken in the east Pacific. For example +10‐
cm/s current anomalies descend from 50 m near 140°E in phase 8 to 200 m near 130°W in phase 4. The
+10‐cm/s anomalies then ascend to 125 m near 110°W in phase 6. The vertical phase propagation of
Kelvin waves has previously been attributed to the interactions of multiple vertical modes (e.g., Kessler &

Figure 11. Composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered sea surface height (line contours, cm) and European Centre for
Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Interim Reanalysis zonal pseudostress (shading, m−2 s−2) anomalies based on the
Kelvin wave index are shown for phases 1–8. The number of days in each composite is shown in the upper left. The sea
surface height contour interval is 1 cm with the zero contour line omitted. Positive (negative) contours are solid (dashed).
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McCreary, 1993; Kutsuwada & McPhaden, 2002; Lukas & Firing, 1984). While the intraseasonal currents
maximize at the ocean surface with values of +/−0.4 m/s, important impacts are noted in the equatorial
undercurrent. The maximum of upper ocean total currents (shading) is located between 50 and 150 m
from 180–100°W with the maximum ranging from 0.38–0.67 m/s depending on the IKW phase. The total
current maximum propagates eastward consistent with the eastward propagation of the intraseasonal
currents, indicating a modulating effect of the total currents by the IKW. The undercurrent maximum
shifts ~3,500 km to the east in 35 days (from phase 2 to phase 5) and ascends in the water column toward
the east Pacific, following the slope of the thermocline (see also Figure 13). The intraseasonal currents are
strong enough to reverse the sign of the total zonal flow in the ocean's upper 50 m (Figure 12) at 170°W
(from phase 7 to phase 3) and 135°W (from phase 1 to phase 5).

Figure 12. Composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model zonal velocity anomalies (line
contours, m/s) and total Hybrid Coordinate OceanModel zonal velocity (shading, m/s) based on the Kelvin wave index are
shown for phases 1–8. Velocities are averaged from 2°S–2°N. The number of days in each composite is shown in the
bottom left. The intraseasonal velocity contour interval is 0.05 m/s with the zero contour line omitted. Positive (negative)
contours are solid (dashed).
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Next, we examine the total temperature and intraseasonal temperature anomalies in the thermocline
(Figure 13). Maxima and minima of intraseasonal temperature anomalies propagate along the thermocline
from west to east, reaching their greatest amplitude of +/−1.4 °C near 155°W (phases 4 and 8, respectively).
The anomalies follow the upslope of the thermocline in the east Pacific while gradually weakening east of
155°W. The surface warming, when present, lags the warm maximum along the thermocline. The intrasea-
sonal temperature anomalymaximum is reduced by 57% to 0.6 °C when it arrives in the east Pacific (phase 7)
compared to its peak in phase 4. Although the temperature anomalies are reduced in the east Pacific, their
effect of depressing the thermocline still has important consequences for local air‐sea interactions, such as
increased resiliency to surface cooling by wind‐driven mixing associated with atmospheric convection. An

Figure 13. Composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model temperature anomalies (line
contours, m/s) and total Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model temperature (shading, m/s) based on the Kelvin wave index
are shown for phases 1–8. Temperatures are averaged from 2°S–2°N. The number of days in each composite is shown in
the bottom left. The intraseasonal temperature contour interval is 0.2 °C with the zero contour line omitted. Positive
(negative) contours are solid (dashed).
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important but subtle consequence of IKWs is a zonal shift of the ocean warm pool indicated by SST. The
warm pool (>27 °C) shifts eastward during downwelling IKWs and westward during upwelling IKWs,
resulting in a 1,700‐km displacement between phases 1 and 6. Zonal shifts of the west Pacific warm pool
have important consequences for the extent of zonal propagation of convectively driven atmospheric phe-
nomenon such as the MJO (e.g., Hendon et al., 1999; Kessler & Kleeman, 2000; Pohl & Matthew, 2007;
Slingo et al., 1999).

4.3. Mixed‐Layer Heat Budget

Previous studies (e.g., McPhaden, 2002; Zhang, 2001) have observed that the phase relationship between the
IKW and the mixed‐layer/surface temperature anomalies varies across the Pacific Ocean. Using the Tropical
Atmosphere Ocean array of moored buoys, McPhaden (2002) determined that the leading processes of intra-
seasonal mixed‐layer variability are surface fluxes in the western Pacific, zonal advection in the central
Pacific, and vertical advection andmixing in the east Pacific. Zhang (2001) observed both eastward and west-
ward propagations of intraseasonal temperature anomalies, suggesting competing roles among processes
regulating the temperature. These processes are reexamined using HYCOM reanalysis to determine the
regimes of mixed‐layer temperature tendency variations along the equatorial Pacific Ocean during particular
phases of IKWs, a distinguishing aspect of this study.

The mixed‐layer temperature budget (Moisan & Niiler, 2002; Scannell & McPhaden, 2018; Stevenson &
Niiler, 2002) may be expressed as

∂MLT
∂t

� �
′

¼ − U·∇MLTð Þ′ þ QSð Þ′ þ R; (5)

where ∂
∂t is the local time tendency, MLT is the vertically averaged mixed‐layer temperature, U is the

vertically averaged mixed‐layer horizontal velocity, Qs is the net surface fluxes that are scaled by the
mixed‐layer depth and volumetric heat capacity of seawater, and R is the residual. Primed terms are cal-
culated as 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered anomalies. The net surface fluxes include latent heat, sensible
heat, longwave radiative, and net shortwave radiative fluxes. The net shortwave radiative flux is calcu-
lated as the incoming shortwave radiative flux less the flux that penetrates the base of the mixed layer,
as in Pacanowski and Griffies (2000). The fraction of shortwave radiation that penetrates the mixed layer

is defined as fsr ¼ 0:58e−MLD=0:35m þ 1−0:58ð Þe−MLD=23m . The mixed‐layer depth is calculated using
HYCOM/NCODA reanalysis data, and the fixed density criterion of 0.125 kg/m3 referenced from the sur-
face (e.g., Levitus, 1982). Surface fluxes from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Climate
Forecast System Reanalysis that are used to force the HYCOM/NCODA are also utilized in the flux cal-
culations of the mixed‐layer temperature budget. The residual, R, includes processes not resolved in the
budget, notably vertical advection and mixing (Foltz, 2003; Scannell & McPhaden, 2018). It also includes
analysis increments from NCODA and any errors in the calculation of other budget terms. The intrasea-

sonal mixed‐layer temperature tendency, ∂MLT
∂t

� 	
′

, is forced by the horizontal advection, −(U · ∇ MLT)′, net

surface fluxes, (QS)
′, and the residual, R.

Terms of the intraseasonal mixed‐layer heat budget composited for IKWs and averaged from 1°S–1°N are
shown in Figure 14. The mixed‐layer temperature tendency (Figure 14a) shows a coherent eastward propa-
gating signal across much of the Pacific Ocean. The filled black circles approximate the location of the down-
welling Kelvin wave. The intraseasonal warming tendency (shading) leads the Kelvin wave by one phase
(~8 days), while warm intraseasonal SST anomalies (contours) lag by one phase. Thus, the warming ten-
dency generally occurs on the leading edge of the wave, and the warm anomalies manifest on the trailing
edge. The maximum warming tendency occurs near 160°W with a value above 0.21 °C/week and corre-
sponds to a mixed‐layer temperature maximum of 0.24 °C ~18 days later at the same location. A comparable
mixed‐layer temperature maximum is also present between 150°W and 135°W. East of 120°W, the eastward
propagation of MLT tendency and MLT anomalies is less coherent.

The components of the mixed‐layer temperature budget are also shown in Figure 14. Components of the
budget that are in phase (out of phase) with the MLT maxima/minima at a particular longitude contribute
to their strengthening (weakening) and those that are 90° out of phase contribute to the propagation of
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maxima/minima. In the west Pacific Ocean, the phase relationship of horizontal advection (shading) and the
intraseasonal MLT (contour) anomalies subtly shifts as the downwelling wave propagates from the west to
east Pacific Ocean (Figure 14b). In the west Pacific, warming by horizontal advection leads and overlaps the
temperature maxima, indicating that advection both assists the eastward propagation and intensification of
warm anomalies. The phase relationship between horizontal advection and the warm SST anomalies
changes east of 150°W where warming by horizontal advection no longer overlaps with the mixed‐layer
temperature maxima indicating that intensification of MLT anomalies by advection has ceased. Zonal
advection dominates the horizontal advection term in the western and central Pacific. In certain regions
east of 150°W, advection contributes to a modest cooling of the warm MLT maxima. This is particularly
noteworthy in the east Pacific near 110°W and 95°W where the role of meridional advection features
more prominently (respective zonal and meridional advections not shown).

The intraseasonal mixed‐layer temperature tendency resulting from surface fluxes is shown in Figure 14c.
The phase relationship between the flux tendency and the MLT anomalies remains consistent across

Figure 14. Composites of the intraseasonal mixed‐layer temperature budget averaged from 1°S–1°N are shown. The
(a) mixed‐layer temperature tendency, (b) mixed‐layer advection, (c) scaled net surface fluxes, and (d) residual terms of
the budget are shown in shading (°C/week). The intraseasonal mixed‐layer temperature anomalies are shown in line
contours (°C). The intraseasonal temperature contour interval is 0.03 °C with the zero contour line omitted. Positive
(negative) contours are solid (dashed). Black dots indicate the approximate location of the downwelling Kelvin wave.
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much of the Pacific Ocean. The fluxes and MLT anomalies are predominantly out of phase, indicating that
the leading role of surface fluxes is to suppress IKW MLT anomalies. Exceptions to this occur near 175°E–
175°W and in select regions east of 120°W where surface fluxes assist the propagation of MLT anomalies.
The tendency from fluxes is the weakest contributor to the MLT tendency with values between 0.01 and
0.05 °C/week over much of the basin. These are generally an order of magnitude lower than the other terms
of the MLT budget. McPhaden (2002) showed an important role for local surface fluxes to intraseasonal tem-
perature variability in the west Pacific Ocean. Our results do not diminish those findings but rather suggest
surface fluxes during active periods of IKWs in the west Pacific contribute to a dampening of MLT anomalies.
While the role of surface fluxes in the present analysis is minor, the coherent propagation of the MLT
anomalies and MLT tendency by surface fluxes is curious. One possibility might be related to coupling
between atmospheric intraseasonal convection and oceanic Kelvin waves wherein convection reduces
incoming solar radiation along the path of IKWs (i.e., Gribble‐Verhagen & Roundy, 2010; Roundy &
Gribble‐Verhagen, 2010).

The residual, which includes contributions from vertical advection and mixing, exhibits a subtle phase shift
across the Pacific that incompletely opposes the strengthening and weakening of MLT anomalies resulting
from horizontal advection (Figure 14d). The residual cools warm MLT anomalies in the west and central
Pacific Ocean and fortifies warm MLT anomalies in much of the east Pacific. The residual maximum of
+0.2 °C/week is located at 95°W with secondary maxima of +0.15 °C/week located at 115°W and 110°W.
Anomalous warming due to vertical advection and mixing is expected in the east Pacific owing to the dee-
pening of the thermocline and increasing of the thermal stratification by downwelling IKWs. Warming by
the residual near 95°W and 100°W is almost entirely in phase with the warm MLT anomalies such that
the residual contributes most to the intensification of the anomalies and relatively little to their propagation.
Because the tendencies from horizontal advection and surface fluxes attempt to cool the MLT at these loca-
tions, processes contained within the residual are almost entirely responsible for the intensification of warm
MLT anomalies there.

In summary, intraseasonal MLT temperature anomalies are supported by various process across the
Pacific Ocean, in general agreement with the findings of earlier studies. Our investigation differs from
previous analyses in that we focus on the intraseasonal MLT tendencies forced by Kelvin waves. Near
175°E, MLT anomalies develop in response to horizontal advection of which zonal advection is the
leading contributor. Warming by horizontal advection is incompletely opposed by the net surface flux
and residual which act to cool the west and central Pacific mixed layer during downwelling Kelvin
waves. Near 150°W, a regime change occurs. The principle process of MLT warming to the east of
150°W is embedded within the residual term, and horizontal advection, with weak assistance from sur-
face fluxes, dampens warm MLT anomalies. Drawing on the conclusions of previous studies (i.e.,
McPhaden, 2002; Zhang, 2001), we hypothesize that the leading processes within the residual are vertical
advection and mixing. Thus, the local MLT maxima near 160°W are forced by horizontal advection, and
the local maxima near 140°W are forced by processes contained within the residual term. Local maxima
in the far east Pacific are almost entirely forced by the residual, in opposition to strong damping by
horizontal advection.

5. Modulation of Kelvin Waves by ENSO

Background oceanic and atmospheric states have demonstrated considerable control over the phase speed,
magnitude, frequency, and surface presentation of IKWs. In order to better understand these sensitivities,
IKWs are composited based on the chief mode of equatorial interannual variability in the Pacific, the
ENSO. To understand the differences in atmospheric forcing between El Niño and La Niña, composites of
intraseasonal SSH and zonal pseudostress anomalies are shown for the respective ENSO states (Figures 15
and 16). The IKW index threshold for compositing is reduced to 1.0 in order to include a representative sam-
ple size for all ENSO states. The La Niña composite includes 45% fewer days than the El Niño composite,
indicating reduced number of qualifying IKW events (see also Figure 17).

Compared to El Niño (Figure 15), zonal pseudostress anomalies during La Niña (Figure 16) are less per-
sistent and more confined to the West Pacific. The pseudostress anomalies are, on average, weaker during
La Niña but that is not always the case as evidenced by comparing phase 8 of Figures 15 and 16. The
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pseudostress anomalies are notably weaker near the date line during La Niña, when Kelvin waves are
typically intensifying and approximately 2–3 weeks prior to Kelvin wave peak intensity. Westerly wind
events, such as the MJO, are well known to display sensitivity to low‐frequency interannual variability
such as ENSO (e.g., Gutzler, 1991; Hendon et al., 2007; W. S. Kessler, 2001; Lau, 2005; Pohl &
Matthew, 2007; Vecchi & Harrison, 2000; Woolnough et al., 2000) and may be responsible for the
observed changes in wind forcing. For example, Kessler (2001) and Pohl and Matthew (2007) observed
an eastward extension of MJO activity over the Pacific Ocean during El Niño suggesting a greater fetch
of wind stress forcing.

Figure 15. Composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered sea surface height (line contours, cm) and European Centre for
Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Interim Reanalysis zonal pseudostress (shading, m−2 s−2) anomalies based on the
Kelvin wave index are shown for phases 1–8 for waves occurring during El Niño. The number of days in each composite is
shown in the upper left. The sea surface height contour interval is 1 cm with the zero contour line omitted. Positive
(negative) contours are solid (dashed).
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The weaker pseudostress during the growth stages of downwelling Kelvin waves is associated with a weaker
oceanic response as evidenced by intraseasonal SSH anomalies (contours) that are reduced by 20–40% in
phases 3 and 4 compared to SSH anomalies for similar phases during El Niño. Maxima and minima of pseu-
dostress are also slightly shifted more poleward during La Niña (phases 1 and 2), somewhat limiting their
oceanic forcing along the equator. The SSH anomalies rapidly weaken over the central Pacific, terminating
before reaching the eastern boundary. This behavior is contrasted by IKWs during El Niño that coherently
propagate across the entire basin. Like the SSH anomalies, subsurface temperature anomalies propagate
across the entire basin only during El Niño (figures not shown). This translates to greater and more coherent
propagation of OHC anomalies across the basin during El Niño.

Figure 16. Composites of 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered sea surface height (line contours, cm) and European Centre for
Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts Interim Reanalysis zonal pseudostress (shading, m−2 s−2) anomalies based on the
Kelvin wave index are shown for phases 1–8 for waves occurring during La Niña. The number of days in each composite is
shown in the upper left. The sea surface height contour interval is 1 cm with the zero contour line omitted. Positive
(negative) contours are solid (dashed).
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To quantify differences in Kelvin wave activity as a function of the ENSO state, a form of eddy kinetic energy
is calculated that isolates signals associated with IKWs. The eddy kinetic energy is calculated using surface
currents from HYCOM reanalysis following the formula:

EKEKW ¼ 1
2

U′
2 þ V ′2

� �
 �
k>0

; (6)

where primes indicate 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered anomalies and the overbars indicate the 120‐day run-
ning mean. The EKE for IKWs is further isolated by filtering the currents in wave number space to remove
westward propagating variability, such as tropical instability waves, that are retained in the frequency filter-
ing and complicate the interpretation. The EKE composite for the respective ENSO states only includes
those times when the IKW index is greater than 1.0.

The IKW kinetic energies during neutral ENSO (Figure 17a), El Niño (Figure 17b), and La Niña (Figure 17c)
periods are shown. During neutral ENSO periods, IKW kinetic energy broadly maximizes in two distinct
regions, 150–160°E and 140–115°W, and is largely bound along the equator between 5°S and 5°N. The
western Pacific Ocean maximum is located in a region of strong intraseasonal zonal pseudostress variance
(see Figure 11) and corresponds to longitudes of Kelvin wave generation. The strong wind forcing corre-
sponds to intense near‐surface currents even though the Kelvin wave is nascent (see Figure 12) and SSH
anomalies are modest (see Figures 8 and 13). The second maximum in the east Pacific Ocean extends over
a greater zonal distance and corresponds to longitudes where pseudostress is weak and the wave is propagat-
ing freely. This is a region where the surface currents used to calculate the eddy kinetic energy are almost
entirely determined by the Kelvin wave activity, not direct wind forcing, and occurs prior to the region of
greatest thermocline upslope (see Figure 13).

During El Niño, Kelvin wave kinetic energy maxima increase by ~40% compared to maxima during neutral
ENSO, with even greater increases in the central Pacific Ocean (Figure 17b). Kelvin wave kinetic energy dur-
ing El Niño is generally increased everywhere along the path of wave propagation, except in the east Pacific
between 110°W and 85°W where the energy is mostly unchanged. IKW activity during La Niña is generally

Figure 17. Composites of eastward wave number and 30–120‐day band‐pass‐filtered Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model
eddy kinetic energy (m−2 s−2) are shown. EKE is composited during periods when the Kelvin wave index is greater
than 1.0 and for (a) neutral ENSO conditions, (b) El Niño events, and (c) La Niña events. Statistically significant differ-
ences between the El Niño and La Niña eddy kinetic energies at the 99% threshold according to the two‐tailed Welch's t
test are overlaid with stippling and outlined by a solid black contour line. ENSO = El Niño Southern Oscillation.
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weaker everywhere across the Pacific compared to neutral ENSO and El Niño. Regions where IKW kinetic
energy differences between the El Niño and La Niña are significant at the 99% significance level using the
two‐tailed Welch's t test are overlaid with stippling. Statistically significant differences span much of the
equatorial waveguide. In addition to being a well‐documented instigator of ENSO variability, these results
suggest that Kelvin wave activity is also significantly modulated by ENSO.

6. Conclusions

Amethodology for identifying IKWs in the Pacific Ocean is developed to examine the wave's horizontal and
vertical structures as well as its evolution from inception to termination. The methodology is based on
satellite‐derived SSH anomalies. The anomalies are filtered in wave number‐frequency space to isolate
eastward‐propagating intraseasonal signals. The two leading EOFs of this data describe an eastward‐
propagating IKW and are used to develop indices that define wave amplitude and phase. A key benefit of this
methodology is the ability to probe previous IKW events. A complementary IKW index is developed for
describing events in real time. The PCs of the real‐time IKW index are highly correlated with those of the
IKW index (0.87 and 0.86). Composites based on the IKW index are analyzed to evaluate the salient features
of waves as they transit the Pacific Ocean.

The average phase speed of IKWs using this methodology is 2.55 m/s, with a maximum phase speed of
2.73 m/s when the downwelling portion of the wave is located at 150°W. IKWs reach their maximum SSH
amplitude at 150°W and shift from a forced wave to a freely propagating wave at this longitude as well.
IKW SSH anomalies and surface currents gradually weaken when the wave becomes a free mode.
Maxima (minima) of SST anomalies associated with downwelling (upwelling) waves generally lag maxima
(minima) of SSH. Intraseasonal SST anomalies associated with the waves have a maximum magnitude of
0.25 °C. The phase relationship between MLT and SSH anomalies evolves as the waves propagate eastward
as a result of competition among processes controlling the temperature tendency. This is observed in the
mixed‐layer temperature budget, wherein horizontal advection is largely responsible for warming in the
west and central Pacific and the residual, which includes vertical advection and mixing, is almost entirely
responsible for warming in the east Pacific. The change between warming regimes occurs around 150°W,
the location where mean zonal temperature gradients begin to relax. Surface fluxes play a secondary role
in the MLT tendency of IKWs and generally oppose the MLT anomalies such that warm (cold) anomalies
are cooled (warmed).

Temperature anomalies along the thermocline are much stronger than at the surface, with maximum ampli-
tude of +/−1.4 °C, corresponding to a 2.8 °C temperature displacement in a period of 70 days. IKWs also
intensify the equatorial undercurrent by up to 76% (from 0.38–0.67 m/s) and shift the maximum eastward
by ~3,500 km over a 35‐day period. In certain regions (170°W and 135°W), the intraseasonal currents asso-
ciated with the waves are able to reverse the total zonal flow of the ocean's upper 50 m.

ENSO strongly modulates Pacific IKW activity, with statistically significant decreases of IKW kinetic energy
over much of the equatorial Pacific during La Niña versus El Niño. This is partly a result of the reduced
intensity and duration of westerly zonal wind forcing observed during La Niña that results in a weaker
and less coherent oceanic response. Kelvin waves during La Niña wane much more quickly along their east-
ward transit with little SSH signal reaching the eastern edge of the Pacific basin, unlike Kelvin waves during
neutral ENSO and El Niño.

The establishment of an objective framework for analyzing IKWs in the Pacific has considerable utility that
is briefly leveraged in this study. The real‐time IKW index derived from satellite observations can be com-
pared with that forecasted by deterministic and ensemble oceanic models to calculate model skill scores
for IKWs in the Pacific. This methodology also provides a basis for intermodel comparisons of oceanic intra-
seasonal variability, which is already commonly done for atmospheric intraseasonal variability. The IKW
index may also be used to analyze IKWs as a function of season and other modes of interannual variability
such as the Indian Ocean Dipole. Future work includes plans to perform lag analyses based on particular
IKW phases to better tease out the sensitivity of IKW development to the behavior of the westerly wind for-
cing, including the forcing's origin, time scale, strength, propagation pattern, and associated
convective activity.
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